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Executive Summary
This report surveys the present and future data requirements of layered manufacturing (LM) pro-
cess planning systems, and the ways in which this data is represented and transferred. Process
planning for LM includes determining the optimal build orientation, designing support structures,
slicing, path planning, and selecting process parameters. Currently, 3D design data is almost
invariably transferred to the LM process planning system using a commercially developed format
known as STL. However, there is growing dissatisfaction in the LM community with STL and its
underlying representation. Proposed alternative formats are described and their advantages and
disadvantages discussed. Data output by LM process planning systems is normally stored in one
of several slice formats. These are also described. We propose metrics for the evaluation of the
3D model and 2D slice formats and use them to make comparisons. The study reported in this
paper provides guidelines for the development of new representations and formats for use in LM.
We conclude by recommending extension of the international standard ISO 10303 to cover the
electronic transfer of  process planning information for LM.
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1.0  Introduction

Layered manufacturing (LM) is a relatively new class of manufacturing techniques. Intro-
duced in the 1980s as a tool for rapid prototyping, the technology has grown quickly because of
its proven ability to save time and money during the product development cycle. Prototypes of a
new design can be built in a matter of hours without special tooling or large amounts of dedicated
operator time. LM techniques and processes are continually being improved, and this fabrication
method is now increasingly used to manufacture part tooling, and in limited cases final products.

Products that are to be manufactured by one of the LM techniques generally require the use of
specialized software and hardware tools throughout their product development cycle. Product
development steps for any method of manufacture include product design, process planning and
manufacturing. Typical LM product development steps, and the corresponding tools used to per-
form them, are shown in Figure 1. We have assumed here that a LM technique is used to manu-
facture a finished product, but the figure might also represent a subset of a more general product
development cycle, whose output is a nonfunctional prototype or a mold for tooling manufacture.

Product design for LM may include conceptual and detail design stages, and also analysis.
Detail design includes geometric modeling. Each design task may incorporate knowledge about
one or more LM processes obtained from a process database or designer experience.

LM process planning tasks include determining the optimal build orientation, generating sup-
port structures, slicing the part into 2D contours, generating scan paths, and choosing process
parameters. Process planning software systems for LM are almost invariably optimized for a par-
ticular LM technique and cannot be used with alternate techniques. In addition, the intermediate
output of one LM process planning software system is not intelligible to another.

Manufacturing involves building the part by one of a variety of LM techniques. There is an
increasing number of commercially available LM technologies, and experimental methods are
under development by many companies and universities. Some LM techniques require a post-
processing stage to improve the surface finish of the manufactured part, which is then typically
used to verify the look-and-feel of a design or to test whether it has some desired behavior. Other
forms of post-processing include, for example, curing to remove unsolidified resin in the stere-
olithography process. However, post-processing activities are specific to particular LM processes.
Since they are generally not automated and in most cases involve no electronic information trans-
fer, they will not be further considered here.

In this report we focus on the process planning stage within the LM product development
cycle. This stage involves several separate tasks. These are described in detail in Section 2,
where their informational needs are also analyzed. Many different process planning software sys-
tems exist, and in general they are isolated islands working independently of one another. In this
report we analyze the feasibility of standardizing the informational needs of LM systems and the
representation of their input data in order to define a neutral data transfer format suitable for a
variety of LM process planning systems. We discuss these issues in the context of the interna-
tional standard ISO 10303 for product data exchange, informally known as STEP (STandard for
the Exchange of Product model data) [85][101].
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1.1  Description of LM

Layered manufacturing, also known as solid freeform fabrication (SFF), or rapid prototyping
(RP) is an additive manufacturing process in which objects are constructed layer by layer, either
by a series of parallel planar layers or concentric cylindrical layers. The basic principle is the
same in both cases. In the planar case, thin layers of material approximating the cross-sectional
shape of the object are added one by one until the entire part has been built. Many LM processes
currently exist, using different types of material and layering methods [1]. Processes have been
classified in [2] as: photopolymer solidification, material deposition, powder solidification, lami-
nate-based, and hybrid methods.  We add weld-based approaches to this classification.

The photopolymer solidification approach involves hardening a liquid resin one layer at a time
with a laser or ultraviolet lamp. Processes using this approach are stereolithography and solid
ground curing (SGC). Material deposition methods deposit single drops or paths of molten plas-
tic or wax to construct each layer of an object. Fused deposition modeling (FDM) is an example
of this approach. In powder solidification methods, powdered materials are solidified by adding a
binder or sintering with a laser. Parts can be built from ceramics, nylon, polycarbonate, wax or
metal composites. Selective laser sintering (SLS) and three-dimensional printing (3DP) are typi-
cal powder solidification processes. In laminate approaches the layers are cut with a laser from
sheets of paper, cardboard, foil, or plastic and bonded to each other in a stack. The best known
example of this approach is laminated object manufacturing (LOM). Weld-based approaches use

Tasks Tools

Process planning

Build

Post process

Process planning

Workstation

LM hardware
Workstation

Post processing
hardware

Product Design
Design software

Workstation
Design database

software

Figure 1.Typical product development steps

Test Testing hardware
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welding and cladding techniques to build parts out of metals. No commercial systems of this type
were available as this report was being written, but research systems, such as the direct metal dep-
osition (DMD) system at the University of Michigan [3], are under development. Hybrid
approaches combine one or more of the above mentioned approaches with traditional manufactur-
ing methods. An example of this is shape deposition modeling (SDM), in which molten metal,
plastic, or wax is deposited in a thin layer and machined to give a more accurate surface.

LM processes were initially used for rapid prototyping to help the designer verify part geome-
try. They are now increasingly used to manufacture molds for castings. With the introduction of
processes that build parts out of metals, LM has very significant potential as a method for final
manufacture of one-off and small batch production parts. LM processes have the advantage that
they can be used to build very complex geometries (i.e., objects with internal voids, multiple
branches, overhangs, and parts contained completely within other parts), without any special tool-
ing. They also allow the manufacture of complete mechanical assemblies in a single operation.
However, because LM objects are built layer by layer, their surfaces often have a staircase appear-
ance. LM-produced parts may also have inferior material properties, especially in the build direc-
tion, when compared with objects manufactured by other means. Poor surface quality can be
overcome either by building a part in thinner slices or by performing finishing operations such as
grinding and polishing after it is built. Improved material properties are more difficult to achieve,
though newer LM processes are in general aimed at producing stronger parts than older processes.

An important proposed application of LM is the manufacture of heterogeneous objects. These
may be composed of more than one material, have varying microstructure, have varying material
properties throughout, or contain embedded devices. Because material is added incrementally to
the object, we are potentially able to access and control the material properties, composition, and
microstructure throughout its volume. In addition, we can build the part around embedded
devices. This potential fine control of material properties cannot be achieved by most other manu-
facturing processes because they do not provide access to the interior of the object during manu-
facture. Emerging design techniques such as the homogenization method for structural topology
design [4][5] specify varying material properties throughout the designed object. LM potentially
provides the means for producing such artifacts.

1.2  Process planning for LM

In all LM processes, a tool is used to add material to the part. In general, the tool moves while
the workpiece is held fixed, and details of its motion are controlled according to certain machine
settings. Thus in order to drive a LM apparatus, we need tool paths and process parameter set-
tings. For example, the nozzle through which material is extruded in the FDM process is attached
to a liquefier head. The head moves so that the nozzle deposits the material along a particular
path, which must be calculated in advance for each layer to be laid down. Several machine
parameters must be set, such as the speed of the head, the material flow rate, and the acceleration
and deceleration of the head when starting, stopping and changing direction. Process parameters
may be varied within a layer, and from layer to layer.

Process planning is performed to generate the tool paths and process parameters for an object
that is to be built by a particular LM process. The steps required are: part orientation, support
structure design, slicing the part into 2D contours, path planning, and process parameter selection.
The orientation of a part as it is built will affect the time needed to build the part, its material prop-
erties, surface quality and need for support structures. Thus before the part is sliced, an orienta-
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tion must be determined that is optimal when judged by criteria important to the designer. With
certain LM processes, layers that form overhangs or enclose voids must have a sacrificial support
structure beneath them to support material as it is added. Such supports are built together with the
part, then later detached and discarded. Some process planning systems design the supports after
the part has been sliced, while others reverse this order. Finally, tool paths are generated and pro-
cess parameters are set. Typical LM process planning tasks are shown in Figure 2. A more
detailed analysis of LM process planning tasks and their informational needs is given in Section 2.

1.3  Data transfer protocol

The designer and manufacturer of a LM object will usually be different people, possibly
working in separate organizations. It must therefore be possible to transfer design data to the
manufacturer so that process planning can be performed and the part can be built. Hence, there is
a need for a data transfer protocol to ensure that data is transferred easily and efficiently, without
loss or ambiguity. Since a single organization may manufacture parts using several different LM
technologies, a unified data transfer protocol is desirable for the entire class of LM processes.

Currently, data describing the boundary of an object is most commonly transferred to the pro-
cess planning system in the form of an STL file. The STL format, discussed in detail later, was
originally developed for use with a particular process, stereolithography, but is now widely used
by all LM processes. Its name is not an acronym but a file type extension. STL represents the
boundary of the object to be manufactured by a mesh of triangular facets. In Section 3.0 we dis-
cuss the drawbacks of this representation and its associated STL format and compare it to other
formats, some of which supplement the object’s boundary description with other relevant data.
Included in that discussion is a brief introduction to STEP (ISO 10303), an international standard
currently under development to provide system-independent product data exchange for a wide
variety of product classes and life cycle tasks [85][101]. Our comparison of the various data
transfer protocols proposed for LM leads to the recommendation in Section 4 that a STEP Appli-
cation Protocol should be developed for LM process planning.

Figure 2.General chain of events for LM process planning

Orientation

Support
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Path planning
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design
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2.0  Process planning for LM

This section is primarily concerned with available techniques for performing those LM pro-
cess planning tasks that require knowledge of the shape of the part, i.e., part orientation, support
structure design, slicing and path planning. The other tasks, including process parameter selec-
tion and control, require information about the particular LM technique to be used and the desired
material properties of the manufactured part. Much experimental work has been done to deter-
mine the effects of varying process parameters on such characteristics as strength and dimensional
stability of the final part. However, at the time of writing few models of the experimental data
have been developed and incorporated into process planning software. Machine settings are usu-
ally fixed for specific build scenarios, and the user is given little control over them. This situation
may well change as the technology develops further and these aspects of LM become better
understood. This is an area of very active research, but it is likely to be some years before the
technology becomes sufficiently stable for standardization of the data for anything more than the
most basic aspects of process characterization. Accordingly, this topic will not be further dis-
cussed in the present document.

2.1  Geometry-related process planning input

The most basic data needed by a LM process planning system is a description of the boundary
of the object to be manufactured. Additionally, tolerance information, surface finish, material
data, process data, etc., should ideally be used in performing certain process planning tasks, as
mentioned above. However, since most LM process planning systems currently accept only shape
information, we focus on this area. Several types of shape representation exist, and they are
briefly described below. They have all been proposed or used (in some cases experimentally) as
input to LM process planning systems [1][6].

2.1.1  Surface models

A surface model is generally composed of bounded regions of various kinds of surfaces linked
together to form a larger composite surface. The surface types used may include planar and other
simple surfaces, and also free-form surfaces such as NURBS (non-uniform rational B-splines).
Topological (connectivity) information is not usually present in a surface model, and it is the
responsibility of the designer to ensure that the surface regions actually connect along common
edges. If this is not carefully done, the model may contain gaps [7]. Surface models may be
either closed (enclosing a volume) or open. The validation of closure, like that of connectivity in
general, is the designer’s responsibility. Surface models are often used in die design, and fre-
quently exhibit gaps in practice.

A specialized type of surface model uses only planar surfaces, and in this case the composite
surface is represented by a mesh of planar polygonal facets. If all the facets are triangular, the
model can be written out in what is known as the STL format, the most commonly used input for-
mat for LM process planning systems.

2.1.2  Solid models

As their name implies, solid models are models of volumetric objects. The primary forms of
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representation available for them are boundary representation (Brep), constructive solid geometry
(CSG) and spatial enumeration. Computer-aided design (CAD) systems usually generate Brep
models. These are similar to the surface models described above, but there are three important
differences. First, the boundary encloses a solid object, and is therefore itself closed. Second,
topological or connectivity information is present, specifying how the various surface regions
composing the boundary are connected together. Third, and perhaps most importantly, solid mod-
eling systems are designed to provide automatic validation of shape models with regard to geo-
metrical and topological integrity, closure of model interior, etc. [8]. Hence, solid models are in
principle well suited for any kind of post-processing. Like a surface model, a solid model may
have curved surfaces or it may be composed of planar facets. Besides representing the boundary
of an object, a solid model may also have associated attributes describing its interior, such as its
density or other material properties. In addition, certain parts of the boundary of the model may
be grouped together to form features. This extra information may be used by process planning
software to perform its task more efficiently.

A triangulated boundary representation can easily be generated from any form of solid model
by approximating the surface regions of the object’s boundary with assemblies of planar triangu-
lar facets. The process used is the same triangulation algorithm used frequently for mesh genera-
tion in finite element analysis. In this process, the chord-height deviation between the actual
object surface and the triangular facets can be controlled. This value defines the maximum abso-
lute deviation of any point on the faceted model from the true surface [9]. Alternatively, the max-
imum relative deviation of a point on any triangle may be specified with respect to the triangle
edge length.

A triangulated boundary model is a special case of a polyhedral model in which all polygonal
facets are triangles. In a general polyhedral model the number of possibilities for degeneracy (as
defined later in Section 3.2.2) grows strongly with increasing number of polygon sides per facet.
Controlling the accuracy of the approximation then becomes much more difficult. There is the
additional problem of ensuring planarity of the polygons, which requires that all vertices of any
polygon must be coplanar. This is automatically achieved in the case of boundary triangulation.
Thus, approximation algorithms for creating general polyhedra are more complex than those cre-
ating triangulated boundaries, and are not as fast, efficient and robust.

As mentioned earlier, a triangulated boundary representation can be written out in the STL
format and used as input to an LM process planning system. Some systems, however, will accept
a general Brep or CSG solid model representation as input.

2.1.3   Point data

This form of input may be used when an existing part is to be duplicated. The part is reverse
engineered by scanning it with a 3D shape digitizer. Coordinate measuring machines (CMMs) or
laser scanners are usually used for a mechanical part. They measure the positions of many points
on its surface, from which a surface model may then be generated [1] and used as input to the LM
system. However, the conversion is not always straightforward, and surface reconstruction from
point data is a topic of active research. More rarely, the set of measured points may be used as
direct input to an LM process planning system, but most will not accept it.

2.1.4   Mathematical data

This form of input is mainly experimental or computed data. In former years mathematical
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phenomena were visualized using computer graphics, which provides much greater comprehensi-
bility than raw data or mathematical equations. However, generating a physical shape from 3D
data still further enhances the visualization process. With the use of LM, data surfaces can be
readily converted to physical objects whose geometric details can then be understood through
visual inspection. Some examples of mathematical data that have been rendered via LM are frac-
tals, representations of Fermat’s last theorem, and mathematical surfaces such as Wente tori [1].
Also, it is now becoming popular to employ LM for computer art, using similar methods. At
present mathematical surfaces are first converted to triangulated boundary representations and
transferred to the LM process planning software in the STL format.

2.1.5  Image data

Image data such as that generated by CT (computer tomography) and MRI (magnetic reso-
nance imaging) scans, is widely used in medicine, and also has applications in other fields such as
geology and geography (i.e., for digital elevation models). Image data describe the interior of an
object in addition to its boundary, and can therefore capture properties of the interior of the object
such as local density. At present, image data is not used as direct input to LM process planning
systems, but is first used to generate a solid or surface model. If image layers are spaced closely
together, they can be used to generate slice data (see the following section) that can be read
directly into some LM process planning systems.

2.1.6  Slice data

Finally, an object may be represented by a series of layers or slices (i.e., cross-sections of the
shape at different levels). Slice data differs from image data in that each slice is defined by one or
more contours (either polygonal or curved) as opposed to an array of pixels or voxels. Examples
of slice data include topographical data, geophysical data [1], engineering data [10], etc. Note
that to fabricate a part using LM, the model must be sliced. Hence, if the given slice data is suit-
able (with respect to layer thickness, build direction etc.), the LM process planning steps of orien-
tation and slicing will not need to be performed. Otherwise, a surface or solid model can first be
generated from this slice data. It must be mentioned that the conversion of contour/layered data
into a 3D model is a complicated process, especially if the object is branched [10].

2.2  Process planning tasks

2.2.1  Orientation

The build direction of a part can affect its surface finish, the time needed to build it, its
strength in different directions, and the amount of support structure needed. Originally the part
orientation was manually selected by the designer and/or the builder, who would study the part,
select an orientation, and then rotate the part model appropriately, either within the CAD software
or within the process planning software. An example is given in [76]. The LM community is
increasingly acknowledging the desirability of optimizing and automating the orientation process.

Finding the optimal build orientation of an object requires the minimization of some objective
function over all possible orientations. Several automatic methods for determining possible orien-
tations are discussed below.
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In [11], the convex hull of a polyhedral object is found and the largest faces of the hull are
used as possible bases. In [12] the part model, described by any surface or solid model representa-
tion, is incrementally rotated by the system about user-supplied axes. In [15] and [16] the user
selects and supplies the axes of critical features on the part that fall within certain system-defined
feature categories, such as holes, planar faces, curved faces or overhangs. Then an expert system
uses rules to resolve how the part should be oriented to minimize the objective function. The rules
apply to the interactions between different feature types and their orientations, and are based on
LM operator experience. Nonlinear optimization techniques are used in [17] (for STL input) and
[18] (for a feature based Brep solid) to determine an orientation.

Various objective functions have been proposed for finding the optimal part orientation, and in
some cases a weighted combination of several criteria may be evaluated for each possible orienta-
tion. In [11] and [12], the objective is to minimize a combination of (a) the number of slices
required to build the part (which determines the build time) and (b) the surface area that will suf-
fer from the staircase effect. To calculate the objective function for each possible orientation, the
object is adaptively sliced and the area of all facets not oriented at 0˚ or 90˚ to the build direction
(facets that will exhibit the staircase appearance) is summed. In [13], the area of each surface is
multiplied by a weight factor indicating how inaccurate the finished surface may be due to the
staircase effect, overcure, and the need for supports. The areas multiplied by weights are summed
up, and the orientation with the lowest sum corresponds to the most accurate finished part. If mul-
tiple orientations have a similar evaluation, the orientation with the shortest build time is selected.

The objective in [14] is to minimize the area of the part that needs to be supported during part
build. The growth of the part is simulated to determine where supports will be needed. These will
be locations where the part becomes unstable, overhangs are present, and components are started
that later become attached to the main part.

In [17], four objectives are pursued: minimization of build height and number of supports
required, and maximization of surface accuracy and strength of the manufactured part. To sim-
plify the optimization problem, one objective is chosen as the goal function and the rest are used
as constraints. For a particular part orientation, the build height is calculated from the convex hull
of the part. The maximum stress, based on the Tsai-Wu failure model for laminate structures, is
calculated from a finite element analysis of the part. Surface accuracy is measured by computing
the difference between the estimated volume of the manufactured part and the volume of the
designed part. The level of support material required is quantified in terms of the total area of the
surfaces whose normals are directed between 20˚ and 90˚ away from the build direction.

A feature-based approach to part orientation is taken in [18]. A part that was modeled using
feature-based design techniques is input to the process planning system. The LM operator is able
to describe features that are pertinent to the selected LM process and the software automatically
detects and extracts these features from the design model. A nonlinear optimization technique is
used, with a multi-criterion objective function, to find the best orientation. The individual criteria
are: height of trapped liquid, area requiring supports, part strength, surface finish, dimensional
accuracy, and build time. For each criterion, certain features are extracted from the model and
measurements are made. For instance, cylindrical holes, cylindrical bosses, and curved features
are extracted to evaluate surface finish. Then the areas of the surfaces of those features that are
subject to the staircase effect are summed.

Except where noted, the input to all the orientation evaluation procedures described above is a
triangulated boundary representation. Minimization of some of the objective functions requires
the availability of additional data, such as material data for computing the estimated strength of
the fabricated part. Certain techniques interface with slicing and support structure design rou-
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tines, and thus the data requirements for these routines are also needed in finding the optimal ori-
entation.

2.2.2  Support structure design

LM support structures are used for a variety of reasons, including supporting overhangs,
maintaining stability of the part so it does not tip over, supporting large flat walls, preventing
excessive shrinkage, supporting components initially disconnected from the main part, and sup-
porting slanted walls. Part orientation and support structure determination are coupled problems,
since some orientations of a part will require support structures while others may not. Some LM
technologies (e.g., SLS and LOM) do not require support structures at all because unused excess
material in the build envelope provides any necessary support. When LM technologies first
appeared, determining where support structures would be needed was more an art than a science.
However, many years of experience have given insight as to when and where supports are needed,
and rules have been developed for each LM system to guide designers and manufacturers.

Depending on the LM process used and its process planning software, support structures are
added to the part either before or after slicing. For instance, the software supplied by 3D Systems
for the stereolithography process requires input of a support structure in the form of an STL file.
In this case support structures are either modeled together with the part, using CAD software, or
are generated automatically by a specialized external system [19]. On the other hand, the soft-
ware supplied by Stratasys for the FDM system will generate support structures by analyzing the
2D contours formed by slicing.

In addition, the types of supports used depend on the problem addressed and the particular
intended LM process. Examples of different types of support structures are shown in Figure 3. In
stereolithography, where supports are used to prevent damage to the part caused by application of
material, to prevent curling as the resin hardens, or to support overhangs, many styles of supports
are available. However, the FDM process in general uses only thin-walled zigzag supports built up
from the base of the modeling envelope or from existing part surfaces.

Several systems that automatically generate support structures have been developed, both by
commercial software vendors and by universities.

The system described in [20] is also geared towards stereolithography. It is based on rules
developed from observations of stereolithography practice. For instance, the authors determined
that base supports should be hatched at 17.8 mm (0.7 in) intervals, surfaces within 20˚ of horizon-
tal must be supported, projections longer than 1.78 mm (0.07 in) require gusset supports, and no
supports smaller than 6.4 mm (0.25 in) long should be built because they may fall through holes in
the modeling base. The software developed generates gusset supports for overhangs and base
supports elsewhere. Facets requiring supports are determined by examining the normal of each
facet in the input STL file. Adjacent sets of supported facets are grouped together into composite
surfaces. The periphery of each surface is extracted and classified to determine if the surface is
part of an overhang or a base.  Then the appropriate style of support is generated.

Two other similar systems are described in the literature. In [21], adjacent facets with closely
similar normal directions are grouped together into single surface. The mean normal of each sur-
face is calculated, and those surfaces with a negativez component in the normal are judged to
require supports. The software generates a perimeter and cross hatch pattern to a user-specified
depth. The system commercially developed and marketed by the Materialise company uses a sim-
ilar approach, supplemented by a short list of rules used to determine the appropriate type of sup-
ports [22].
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One support structure design system, described in [23], takes a Brep solid as input, slices it
and performs a computer simulation of the LM process. Three cases requiring support structures
are detected: overhangs, floating objects arising during build that later become attached to the
part, and part instability during build. In the second and third cases, thin support columns are pro-
jected down from the object’s surfaces to the base of the part. Overhangs are detected, and appro-
priate supports generated, on completion of the simulation.

Methods for generating support structures from contours for the FDM system are reported in
[24]. A quick solution is provided by containment structures that simply embed the object in sup-
port structures without determining where they are truly needed. All the individual slice contours
in the structure are unioned to form a single containment contour in the base plane. Then each part
contour is offset inwards and supports are generated using a zigzag pattern between the offsets
and the containment contour. Minimal support structures can be calculated at the expense of more
computation. First, if the part is not stable (i.e., its center of gravity does not lie within the base
contour), the base is widened. Then, starting from the top slice, each slice in turn is projected
onto the slice below. Wherever the upper slice overhangs the lower slice significantly, supports
are needed.

The need for supports is determined from pre-calculated slice data in [25], each slice being
treated as a form feature. A slice may be bounded by multiple contours, which are themselves
features. Each contour on the current slice is compared to the contours on the previous slice to see
if there is any overlap, and different types of supports, such as grids and columns, are generated
as appropriate.  The supports themselves are stored as further types of features.

An alternative approach to the support structure problem is taken in [26]. Here the authors
describe how to modify a sliced hollow object to minimize the requirement for supports. For a
given nominal wall thickness, the amount of overhang between adjacent layers can be determined.
The user specifies the maximum amount of overhang that is allowed for a wall to be built without
supports. If the amount of overhang between two slices exceeds this maximum allowed amount,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.Support structures: (a) gusset support, (b) base support, (c) web support, (d)
column support, (e) zigzag support (used in FDM), (f) perimeter and hatch support.
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the walls of the lower slice are thickened so that the overhang constraint is met.
From the informational point of view, requirements for support structures are determined from

the geometry of the part, as described by a 3D boundary model or 2D slices, and the maximum
draft angle the selected LM process can build without supports. Support structure software gener-
ates boundary models of the required supports or adds support contours to a slice representation
of the object.

2.2.3  Slicing

Slicing involves computing intersection curves of the part model with a set of parallel planes
whose common normal lies in the build direction. A single slice of a faceted model consists of
one or more planar polygonal contours, and represents the approximate cross-section of the part at
a particular height. Non-polyhedral object models can also be sliced. Existing CAD systems all
have the capability of sectioning models by a plane, and in this case the resulting contours may
contain conic and other non-polygonal curves. The slices may be either uniform or non-uniform
vertical spacing, and their geometry is the input to the path planning stage.

The advantage of slicing a faceted model is that only plane-plane intersections need to be
computed. However, the commonly used STL file format contains a collection of facets with no
connectivity information, and for efficient slicing the topology or connectivity of the model must
first be determined, so that the slicing software knows which facets are adjacent to each other. In
[27], a marching algorithm is described that uses topological information. First, the intersection
between the slicing plane and one edge of the model is found. Then the other two edges of one of
the facets bounded by that edge are searched for an intersection. This establishes one contour
edge, and the search now moves through a sequence of adjacent facets to determine further edges.
Thus, knowledge of connectivity enables contour segments to be added sequentially, which
reduces the search time needed to generate the slice. In [28], by contrast,everyfacet is checked to
see if it intersects the slicing plane. If so, the result is a line segment. After all line segments for
the slice have been found, they are then sorted into contours. The speed of this method has been
enhanced by the use of parallel processing [29].

Uniform slicing of non-polyhedral objects is treated in [33]. A solid model of an object is
constructed and sliced using the CAD software I-DEAS from the company SDRC. The resulting
contours are represented by NURBS curves. Because most LM processes can only process polyg-
onal contours, the NURBS contours are approximated by sequences of linear segments in [34].
Uniform slicing of objects represented by constructive solid geometry (CSG) models is consid-
ered in [30], [31], and [32]. In [30], primitives used to compose the part are limited to those
bounded by natural quadric surfaces (planes, cylinders, spheres and cones), while in [31] and [32]
primitives bounded by higher order surfaces are permitted. To generate part slices, each primitive
is uniformly sliced to form second degree or higher curves, and then the Boolean operations indi-
cated in the CSG tree are performed on the curves to generate contours. Higher degree curves are
approximated by piecewise second degree curves to insure that curve intersections can be calcu-
lated analytically.

It has been recognized that in order to improve the surface quality of a part built by an LM
technique, it is necessary to minimize the staircase effect. A few LM systems allow layers to be
added at various angles using a 5-axis tool head. This reduces the staircase effect by giving the
manufacturer the ability to optimize the build direction for each surface of the part. Most LM sys-
tems deposit material in only one direction, and reduction of the staircase effect can be achieved
by slicing the part at smaller intervals. This has little effect on the accuracy of vertical or near-
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vertical faces, but may significantly improve the surface quality elsewhere. More generally, the
slice thickness may be varied non-uniformly during the build process to get the best results, an
approach known as adaptive slicing. This is well suited for parts with features such as horizontal
faces and thin protrusions, which may be omitted with uniform slicing (see Figure 4). Adaptive
slicing requires two steps: (i) determining the location of peak features and (ii) determining the
thickness of each slice.

To help in the discussion of adaptive slicing techniques, Figure 5 illustrates some of the terms
that are used. In most adaptive slicing routines, the user specifies a maximum allowable cusp
heightd, which is the maximum distance between the manufactured surface and the desired sur-
face. The angle the desired surface makes with the build direction isθ, and particular LM
machines usually have a minimum and maximum allowable slice thickness,lmin andlmaxrespec-
tively.  The goal of the adaptive slicing is to find the optimal slice thicknessl for each layer.

An adaptive slicing technique for faceted parts is described in [35]. To minimize the staircase
effect on slanted faces, the layer thickness is computed so that it does not violate the maximum
allowed cusp height, which is given by

(1)

Figure 4.Problems with uniform slicing

staircase
effect

omitted
features

l
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To detect part features such as troughs and peaks, the number of contours in two adjacent slices
are compared. When the numbers differ, a trough or peak must occur. The slice thickness is
reduced in the region of the trough or peak feature to reduce inaccuracies. Flat areas are detected
by scanning the normals of the facets. The slice thickness is adjusted near positive facing hori-
zontal faces (whose normals point in the build direction) so that the horizontal face is built at the
intendedz-level. With negative-facing flat faces, care is taken that contours are formed properly
and do not contain the overhanging portion of the part.

Features such as horizontal surfaces, sharp edges, and pointed ends of a polyhedral object are
detected in [36] by scanning the faces and examining their vertices, edges and normals. In [11],
such features are detected by examining all thez-values of the vertices of each facet of the model.
Regions between features are adaptively sliced using equation (1). In [37], a polyhedral object is
first uniformly sliced into thick slabs. Then each separate slab is resliced uniformly using equa-
tion (1).  This allows slicing to be done on a parallel processor.

Adaptive slicing of non-polyhedral objects is considered in [38]. Two slices are made at a
given distancel apart. If the contours on the two slices are identical, the slice distance is increased
to 2l; if they are different the distance is cut in half.  This continues untillmin or lmax is reached.

A method for detecting peak and trough features in non-polyhedral objects is given in [39].
Vertices of a surface model of the part are treated as peak features. Edges are also identified,
except those between smoothly adjoining faces. Horizontal planar surfaces are marked as fea-
tures, as well as extreme points of curves and surfaces in the slicing direction. Between these
peak features, the part is segmented into laminates and each laminate is sliced individually.

Similar methods for determining the thicknessl for each slice of a non-polyhedral object are
described in [39], [40], and [41]. For a set of points on a contour in the current slice, the normal
curvatureκn of the surface is calculated in planes containing the build direction and the normal
vector of the desired surface at those points. At the point on the current slice whereκn has its
maximum value, the normal section curve of the surface is approximated by a circle. Using this
circle, the thickness of the next slice is determined such that the specified maximum cusp height is
not exceeded. To find the point at the current slice level whereκn reaches its maximum value,
sampling points are chosen and compared in [39], while a quadratic programming routine is used

N (unit normal) =

d
l

Figure 5. Illustration of cusp height

θ

(Nx, Ny, Nz)
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in [40] and [41].
Although medical images are composed of planar slices of an object, the slices are usually

spaced too far apart for direct input to LM systems; CT and MRI scans are normally taken at
intervals of 0.25 cm to 5 cm (0.1 in to 2 in), while slices of LM processes are usually less than
0.25 cm (0.1 in) in thickness. However, a stack of slice images from a medical image can be mod-
eled by a tensor-product spline solid in terms of parameters (effectively, 3D curvilinear coordi-
nates)u, v, andw. Then by incrementing the appropriate parameter, intermediate slice images can
be generated. Thus, images of LM slices can be created and polygonal or non-polygonal contours
extracted from them. The primary limitation of this method is that LM slices are necessarily par-
allel to the original input image slices.

The information requirements of slicing are a description of the boundary of an object, and in
many cases additional information about surface tolerances and finishes, used in determining cusp
height for adaptive slicing routines or slice thickness for uniform slicing routines. Knowledge of
material properties and process characteristics is also required because the minimum and maxi-
mum allowed layer thicknesses vary for each process and often for each material. Further, if the
object is composed of discrete regions with different material properties, boundary models of
those regions are also needed. The output of the slicing task is a stack of 2D slices that contain
contours representing the cross-sections of the object and support structures.

2.2.4  Path planning

Path planning determines the LM tool paths used to build each layer of the part. In this con-
text we may divide LM processes into two major types: those in which an entire layer of material
is added at once, and those in which each layer is laid down incrementally. Processes of the first
type include laminated object manufacturing, where sheets of material are bonded to the part
being built, and solid ground curing, where a mask is used to expose regions of resin to be solidi-
fied by an ultraviolet lamp. Other processes such as FDM and stereolithography fall into the sec-
ond category, because material is added or solidified in thin strands or droplets until the entire
layer has been filled. Tool paths for most processes in the first category simply follow the con-
tours of the slice to cut the laminate or mask. For the second category, the paths may or may not
include the contour of the part, but are always required to fill its interior.

The paths taken by the LM tool in adding each layer of material will affect the time needed to
build the part, and also its surface accuracy, stiffness, strength and post-manufacture distortion.
The influence on the build time results from differences in the time spent in repositioning the tool
at the start of a new path, during which it is not depositing or solidifying material, and in acceler-
ating and decelerating for direction changes. The surface accuracy of the part is affected by tool
paths because the finite width and depth of each deposited filament inherently prevents exact man-
ufacture of the desired shape. These factors must be considered in seeking to maximize part accu-
racy. Distortion of the part is especially prevalent in processes where material with a high
coefficient of thermal expansion is added incrementally. As molten or unsolidified material hard-
ens on top of a previously solidified layer, it has a tendency to shrink. However, it is constrained
by the layer below, which leads to residual stresses and subsequent warpage or other distortion of
the part. A suitable choice of tool paths can minimize this effect. Finally, stiffness and strength of
the part is affected by tool paths because the area and strength of bonds formed between newly
deposited material with previously hardened material depends on the spacing of adjacent tool
paths and the time interval between their traversal by the tool.

In [42], the authors investigate how different path patterns influence build time using the stere-
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olithography process. They study the effects of direction of laser motion, number of path seg-
ments, and number of laser repositioning jumps at the start of new paths. They present a
mathematical model for predicting build time based on the tool paths and process parameters
selected.

It is recognized in [43] that maximization of geometric accuracy and achievement of desired
mechanical properties requires optimization of scanning and build patterns for each part. The
authors recommend use of an accurate (i.e., non-polyhedral) model of the part for path planning.
Most LM processes currently require tool paths to be composed of linear segments, and this is one
reason why most path planning algorithms require polygonal contours (e.g., a sliced STL model)
as input. However, some researchers are developing path planning software that generates curvi-
linear tool paths. As process improvements continue, this approach is likely to become widely
used to take advantage of the better resulting accuracy.

The following paragraphs address algorithms for filling in a layer. Many of these make no
attempt to minimize surface inaccuracy or affect material properties. One approach, described in
[44], is to superimpose over the STL model of the part a 3D mesh of voxels (cuboidal elements
corresponding to the 2D pixels used in computer graphics) whose heights correspond to the
desired slice thickness. Each voxel is tested to see if it lies inside or outside the part model. Hor-
izontal rows or columns of voxels are then used as tool paths. At transitions between interior and
exterior voxels, the tool starts or stops adding material as appropriate. The accuracy of the part
will depend on the size of the voxels used, which affects not only layer thickness but also tool path
spacing. Further methods for determining scan paths are reported in [27] and [45], where parallel
rays are fired at an STL model of a part in 3D and at individual slices in 2D, respectively. Where
the rays intersect the model surface, the tool will be turned on or off. In [36], a method for detect-
ing features (projections and holes) from polygonal contours is described. This allows determina-
tion of ray-based scan fill paths to ensure that small features are not missed in the build process.

It seems intuitive that improved surface accuracy in manufactured parts will result from trac-
ing the contour of each slice rather than simply filling its interior with a series of linear, parallel
scan paths. In doing this, the width of the LM tool or strand of material being laid down has to be
considered when planning the tool path, by offsetting it inwards from the contour by a distance
equal to the tool radius. In manufacturing hollow structures it is efficient to use offset curves
rather than raster fills, because the resulting longer paths will reduce the frequency of tool reposi-
tioning. The use of offset curves may also reduce the need for support structures, since it enables
the construction of an overhang by a sequence of offsets, each of which adheres to the previous
one but projects slightly outwards from it. A technique for determining the offset of a polygonal
contour is given in [46]. This involves first finding offset lines for the line segments in the contour
and then trimming them where they intersect. The authors of [47] recommend using parametric
curves for tracing the boundaries of contours. They describe how to calculate the control points
for a NURBS curve from a set of data points. In [30] and [48], it is suggested that Pythagorean-
hodograph curves are used to represent contours; these have the special property that their exact
offsets can be computed as curves of the same type. In [49] a technique is described for approxi-
mating the offset of a NURBS curve, based on suggestions by Coquillart [50] and Tiller [51].

Warpage is a problem for the stereolithography process in particular, and means have conse-
quently been sought to optimize scan paths to reduce its effect. The initial fill pattern suggested
by 3D Systems was called TriHatch, and it filled the interior of a layer with equilateral triangles.
These lined up on each layer to form columns of uncured material. To hold the material in, skin
fills were generated on the top and bottom of the part. However, when the part was post-cured, it
tended to curl and warp. To reduce the amount of trapped uncured resin, a new fill pattern called
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WEAVE was developed, and later a second pattern called STARWEAVE [19]. For the STAR-
WEAVE pattern, the scan direction in each layer is perpendicular to that in the previous layer.
Also, the paths in alternate layers are staggered so that they do not lie exactly above each other.
Finally, fill paths do not extend from border to border, but rather are stopped short of the contour
at one end to prevent the material tracing the contour path from being pulled inwards.

University researchers have also tried to determine the effect that path planning has on part
warpage. A finite element model is used in [52] to predict distortion of a part during build using
different deposition strategies. This model was also used to predict how material properties (e.g.,
strength) vary with deposition strategy, and how changing build parameters (e.g., ambient temper-
ature) affects residual stress in the part. In [53], another finite element model is developed to pre-
dict the dependency of warpage on part geometry and layer thickness. The authors of [54] and
[55] have performed experiments, using stereolithography, to determine how choice of scan paths
affects part distortion. Parameters such as scanning pattern, strand length, strand spacing, over-
cure, staggering, and retraction are studied and their effects quantified.

Experiments to determine how paths affect part strength and stiffness have also been per-
formed by several groups of researchers. Parts built by selective laser sintering were studied in
[56] and [57]. Results showed that shorter scan vectors result in stronger parts. In [58] and [59],
parts built by the FDM process were studied. The first of these papers compares the strength of
parts made with raster and contour paths, and studies the effect of impregnating parts with five
different epoxies and composite supplements in differing amounts. The second paper then inves-
tigates how strength differs for raster, contour, and spiral paths and how varying raster orientation
affects strength. In addition, the authors develop an analytic model of parts based on laminate
analysis and a mathematical model for determining the ratio of material to void volume in a part.

This section has shown that the minimal input to path planning is a slice description of the part
boundary. But determination of an optimal scan strategy also requires knowledge of the charac-
teristics of the particular LM process to be used. Thus, both geometric and process data are
important for path planning. The required structural properties of the object to be built must also
be specified as input if the paths are to be determined to meet structural criteria. The path plan-
ning output is a geometric description of the tool paths, supplementing the original slice data.

2.3  Combined design/process planning systems

Concurrent engineering aims to shorten product development time by considering the desired
manufacturing process during design. Such ideas have led to the notion of ‘Design for LM’
(DFLM) and proposals for combined LM design and process planning systems, which are the
subject of this section.

In [60] and [61], a CAD system enhanced by a relational database and expert system is sug-
gested, to enable supplementation of the part model with all the information needed for its manu-
facture by a particular LM process. First, the design tool helps in deciding whether LM is
appropriate. Designer input describing part requirements (e.g., function, working environment,
size restrictions, aesthetics, material specification, testing requirements, product life span, time-
scales, number to be made, schedule and target costs, etc.) is compared with the requirements for
other products that benefited from the use of LM. If the part currently being designed is judged
suitable, then LM is recommended, and the system provides assistance in selecting the best pro-
cess for the part, using information in a database of LM process capabilities and limitations. The
designer then creates a conceptual design for the part and describes it to the DFLM system. On
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the basis of this more detailed description, the information in the database is used to recommend
one or more specific LM processes. In addition, the DFLM system indicates what information is
needed by a chosen LM system, and hence must be stored with the part model. This information
will include a geometric model of the part, and possibly also details of required surface accuracy,
tolerances, and materials. Different regions of the part may have different requirements in these
respects, and the authors therefore recommend feature-based design so that each feature can have
different attributes attached to it. Next, the designer is provided with a set of design/manufactur-
ing rules for the chosen LM technique. Detail design is then performed, using these rules as
guidelines to ensure that the part will be successfully fabricated.

A cellular design system called G-WoRP is described in [62] and [63]. Part shapes are
designed as aggregations of uniform cubes or voxels. Several advantages are claimed for this
approach. One is that the part as visualized on the screen resembles the part as built, since if lay-
ers and rows of voxels are identified with slices and scan paths its surface has a precisely corre-
sponding staircase appearance. Boolean operations on objects modeled with voxels are
computationally inexpensive because they only require simple voxel-by-voxel logical compari-
sons. This simplifies such tasks as interference detection. Part volume calculation only requires
counting voxels. Multi-material objects and support structures can easily be handled through the
use of voxel labels. Very localized changes to the part design can be made by simply adding or
removing voxels. On the other hand, voxel-based representations have very large memory
requirements, and specialized sculpting tools are needed for handling groups of voxels in any
design changes that are not very local. Also, the build orientation of the part is limited to one of
the three principal directions, and voxel models do not provide the precise surface and surface
attribute data ideally needed in engineering applications.

2.4  Summary

The process planning techniques and their data requirements are summarized in Table 1. The
first and second columns show the various tasks and their sub-tasks, and the third column lists
their data requirements. The fourth column indicates the outcome of the task. The final column
lists techniques available for performing the task or sub-task. References to papers describing the
techniques are listed, and the required shape inputs for the technique are given in parentheses.
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Table 1.Process planning tasks and their inputs and outputs

Task Sub-task Input Output Techniques

Orientation Determine optimal orientation

(possibly with input from following

subtasks)

Boundary Rotation • Faces of convex hull [11][13][14] (TBR)

• Increments about a user supplied axis [12] (TBR,
BR, CSG)

• Determined based on two user supplied critical
feature axes [15][16] (TBR, BR, CSG)

• Determined by optimization technique [17][18]
(TBR, BR, CSG)

Objective function evaluation - calculate
number of slices

Boundary,
material,
tolerance,
surface finish

Partial input to
overall task

• Interface to slicing routine [11][12] (TBR, BR,
CSG)

• Determine height of object [17][18] (TBR, BR,
CSG)

Objective function evaluation - calculate
volume of support structure required

Boundary or
slices

Partial input to
overall task

• Area of facets or faces whose normal has negative
z component [14][17][18] (TBR)

Objective function evaluation - calculate
surface inaccuracy of built part

Boundary,
tolerance,
surface finish

Partial input to
overall task

• Area of facets or faces which are not
perpendicular or parallel to build direction
[11][12][13][18] (TBR)

• Difference in volume between designed and
manufactured part [17] (TBR)

Objective function evaluation - calculate
strength

Boundary,
material

Partial input to
overall task

• Tsai-Wu strength model [17] (TBR)

• Critical features [18] (BR)

Objective function evaluation - calculate
amount of trapped uncured material

Boundary Partial input to
overall task

• Height of feature [18] (BR)

3D Geometry Requirements
TBR: Triangulated Boundary
Representation
BR: Boundary Representation
CSG:Constructive Solid Geometry
Representation

Slice Requirements
PL: Polyline
PA: Line and circular arc
PC:Parametric curve
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Support
Structure
Design

None Boundary Boundary of
supports

• Determine facets which require supports, group
into surfaces, analyze surface to determine what
type of supports are needed [20][21][22] (TBR)

• Simulate part build [23] (BR)

Slices Slices with
added support
contours

• Containment [24] (PL)

• Optimal - determine if overhang between two
adjacent slices is large enough to require supports,
offset contours to form supports [22][24] (PL)

• Determine if overhangs present, generate grid or
column supports [25] (PL)

• No supports - thicken walls of hollow objects
[26] (PC)

Table 1.Process planning tasks and their inputs and outputs

Task Sub-task Input Output Techniques

3D Geometry Requirements
TBR: Triangulated Boundary
Representation
BR: Boundary Representation
CSG:Constructive Solid Geometry
Representation

Slice Requirements
PL: Polyline
PA: Line and circular arc
PC:Parametric curve
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Slicing Detect peak features Boundary,
material

Key slicing
planes for
adaptive
slicing

• Use vertices, edges and normals of facets and
surface patches [11][36][39][40] (TBR, BR)

• Compare adjacent slices [35][38] (PL)

Find slice thickness Boundary,
material,
tolerance,
surface finish

Slices Uniform

• Marching algorithm [27] (TBR)

• Intersect all facets with slicing plane [28][29]
(TBR)

• Use existing solid modeler geometry kernel to
slice object with a plane [34] (BR)

• Slice primitives, approximate contours with
second degree curves, intersect curves to get final
part slices [30][31][32] (CSG)

Adaptive

• Slice at a fixed increment, compare adjacent
slices, reslice accordingly [38] (TBR)

• Use facet normals [11][35] (TBR)

• Use surface curvature [39][40] (BR)

Table 1.Process planning tasks and their inputs and outputs

Task Sub-task Input Output Techniques

3D Geometry Requirements
TBR: Triangulated Boundary
Representation
BR: Boundary Representation
CSG:Constructive Solid Geometry
Representation

Slice Requirements
PL: Polyline
PA: Line and circular arc
PC:Parametric curve
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Path Planning Compute raster paths Slices Slices with
paths

• Superimpose grid of voxels over part, rows or
columns of voxels lying within part become tool
paths [44] (PL, PA, PC)

• Fire rays at slices, where intersections occur tool
turns on or off [25][27][45] (PL, PA, PC)

Offset contours to improve surface
accuracy

Slices Slices with
paths

• Offset polygonal contours [46][47] (PL)

• Offset Pythagorean hodographs [30][48] (PC)

• Approximate offset of NURBS curves [49] (PC)

Adjust paths to minimize warpage,
maximize strength

Slices,
material

Slices with
paths

• Stagger paths, alternate scan directions, retract
tool paths [19] (PL)

• Finite element modeling to predict effects of scan
direction [52][53] (PL)

• Physical experiments to determine effects of path
direction, path width, etc. [54][55] (PL)

• Physical experiments to determine effects of
different paths on material properties
[56][57][58][59] (PL)

• Mathematical models to predict strength of part
and void ratio [59] (PL)

Table 1.Process planning tasks and their inputs and outputs

Task Sub-task Input Output Techniques

3D Geometry Requirements
TBR: Triangulated Boundary
Representation
BR: Boundary Representation
CSG:Constructive Solid Geometry
Representation

Slice Requirements
PL: Polyline
PA: Line and circular arc
PC:Parametric curve
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3.0  Data transfer protocols for LM

Having reviewed the various process planning tasks, the techniques for performing them, and
their data requirements, we now discuss how that information is transmitted to a LM process plan-
ning system. This data transfer is critical in the LM process cycle. It must be efficient and free
from errors or ambiguity; it should also be possible to inspect and, if necessary, edit the data both
before and after transmission. Data transfer is increasingly proving to be a crucial issue as
requirements for manufacturing accuracy in LM become more stringent [64][65].

The primary focus in our discussion of data transfer formats is data describing the boundary of
a 3D object, but other types of data such as material and tolerance specifications are also covered.
In Section 3.1 we define various terms. We then give a detailed description in Section 3.2 of the
STL format which is currently in widespread use for LM. Alternate data formats that have been
proposed are next described in Section 3.3, and in Section 3.4 we present various slice formats.
Section 3.5 provides the motivation for developing a new standard to supersede and extend STL.
Finally, Section 3.6 compares the existing and proposed 3D and slice representations and formats.

3.1  Terminology

We start by defining the terminology used throughout this section.
Model — a description of a physical object.In this paper we are concerned primarily with mod-

els that exist as data in a computer.
Data — the information used to specify the model and hence to describe the physical object.For

our purposes this includes geometrical and topological information, material type, etc.
Representation— the symbol structure composing a model of a physical object. A representa-

tion forms the basis of a model since it defines the way in which the abstract object correlates
to the physical object. For a representation to be meaningful, proper syntax and semantics
must be specified such that the symbols relate to physical aspects of the object (see Figure 6).

The concept of a representation can be illustrated using an example taken from [8]. The
symbol structure (Xi, Yi, Zi, Xj, Yj, Zj), a list of six real numbers, can be a representation for a line
joining two points. The necessary semantics specify that (Xi, Yi, Zi) and (Xj, Yj, Zj) are interpreted
as coordinates of two end-points of the line segment.
Format — the precise arrangement of data as stored in the computer. In the above example, the

arrangement of the six real numbers in the given order specifies a format for storing the repre-
sentation of the line segment.

Once a computer model is generated for a physical object, it often needs to be communi-
cated to another computer system for processing (e.g., by an analysis or manufacturing planning
system).  Hence, it is necessary to establish a protocol for this communication.
Exchange/Transfer— the communication of a model between two computer systems. For each

data transfer, a data translator or a data converter is required that takes the model data as input
and transfers or converts it to a desired output model.Conversionimplies a change in the rep-
resentation of the model (e.g., from a CSG solid to a triangulated boundary representation),
whereas the simpler process oftranslation implies a change between two formats both
describing the same representation.

Neutral exchange format — a system-independent format used in the transfer/exchange of a
computer model.In this paper, we use the terms neutral exchange format and neutral format
synonymously.
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A neutral format is usually used as an intermediate format, since both the sending and receiv-
ing systems have their own native internal formats. Its use reduces the number of translators/con-
verters needed to exchange models betweenn different systems fromn(n-1) if direct exchanges
are made to 2n if the indirect neutral format approach is used. With this approach each system
needs just two translators/convertors, to generate the neutral model from the native internal format
and vice versa.  Figure 7 illustrates the principle of neutral format exchange.

Note that a neutral format must be designed for the capture of a wide variety of different sys-
tem internal representations. For instance, the STEP neutral format, described in Section 3.3.4, is
used as a standard for exchanging product data in electronic form between various design and
manufacturing applications. The boundary geometry of an object may be represented by Brep,
CSG, or faceted models, depending on the application.  Figure 8 illustrates this concept.
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3.2  The STL format

The STL format was developed by the Albert Consulting Group for 3D Systems in 1987, and
it is currently thede factoindustry standard for the transfer of part data to LM process planning
systems [1][9][70]. The representation used for the 3D part model is a triangulated boundary rep-
resentation. The format itself is a list of planar triangular facets, each triangle being defined by
three distinct vertices and a normal direction pointing outwards from the interior of the object (see
Figure 9) [1][70][98]. Since only the vertices are stored explicitly, the facet edges are represented
implicitly.  The ordering of the vertex data is significant, as will be seen later.

The STL file format includes both an ASCII and a binary version, which are in fact not fully
compatible. The rarely used binary version can transfer additional attribute information, but most
LM systems cannot interpret it. Consequently, the ASCII version is used for most production pur-
poses.

3.2.1  Advantages of the triangulated boundary representation and the STL format

• Easy conversion:The STL format is very simple as it contains only a list of planar triangles.
The conversion of a 3D model to the triangulated boundary representation uses standard sur-
face triangulation algorithms. These are simple, robust and reliable when compared to algo-
rithms for generating other types of approximations (such as general polygonal
approximations). Also, the accuracy of the output can easily be controlled, and the possible
types of degeneracy are few.

• Wide range of input: Most 3D representations can be converted to a triangulated boundary
representation due to the wide applicability of the available surface triangulation algorithms.
This advantage is absent in most other approximation schemes.

• Simple slicing algorithm: The algorithm for slicing a triangulated boundary representation is
usually simple (but not necessarily efficient) as it only involves processing a list of triangles.
All operations on a triangle can be made simple and accurate.

Neutral Format

Representation 1

Representation 2

Representation n

Format 1

Format 2

Format n

Representation 1

Representation 2

Representation n

Figure 8.A neutral format capable of describing many representations
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• Ability to split models : If the buildspace/workspace of the LM machine is small, the object
model must be split into parts that individually fit into the buildspace. This is easily achieved
for a triangulated boundary representation. However, each component must then be validated
as an STL model in its own right.

Note that all the advantages of STL arise from the use of a triangulated boundary repre-
sentation of the object, and from the fact that the triangle is the simplest convex polygonal shape.
Because of these advantages, STL is often used as a format for storing boundary information
internally in the process planning system, in addition to its use for model transfer.

3.2.2  Disadvantages of the triangulated boundary representation and the STL format

Despite the above mentioned advantages, three types of problems commonly occur with STL:
(i) those caused by the triangulated boundary approximation, (ii) those related to the format itself,
and (iii) those related to data conversion and transfer algorithms [9][66][67][68][70][76][98].
These are discussed in turn below.

V1

V2

V3

N

facet normal Ni Nj Nk

outer loop

vertex V1x V1y V1z

vertex V2x V2y V2z

vertex V3x V3y V3z

endloop

endfacet

solid <solidname>

List of Facets

endsolid<solidname>

FORMAT FOR EACH FACET
STL ASCII FORMAT

Figure 9.The STL format
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(i) Problems intrinsic to the triangulated boundary representation:
• Approximation : A major problem with the triangulated boundary representation is that

curved surfaces can only be approximated by triangular facets as shown in Figure 10. A large
number of facets gives a high approximation accuracy, but results in an extremely large
amount of data. A smaller number of facets allows for less data but lacks accuracy.

(ii) Problems intrinsic to the STL format:
• File size: STL file sizes are unnecessarily large because of redundancy in the file format.

Facet normal information is redundant, since the semantics of the representation allow this to
be calculated from the ordered vertex list of each facet. Also, the great majority of vertices are
multiply specified in the file, since they belong to more than one facet. It would be more effi-
cient to specify each vertex once and make reference to it from each owning facet. This would
also solve the problem of mismatched locations of vertices that are logically identical.

• Truncation errors: The vertex coordinates and normal components of each facet are repre-
sented by single precision real numbers, their actual values being truncated. With the absence
of topological information in the STL format truncation errors become significant, especially
when the object is located far from the origin. A related point is that the object must be
located in the positive octant, i.e., all coordinates are required to have positive values.

• Incompleteness:The STL format incompletely describes the triangulated boundary represen-
tation because topology information is not stored. If it were present, this information could be
used to speed up process planning tasks such as slicing.

• Inconsistency: An STL file may have inconsistent tolerance values if it is created by append-
ing two different STL files. Also, there may be gaps at the intersection of the two appended
STL models.

Figure 10.STL approximation of a curved surface.
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• Inconsistent normals: Facet normals may be flipped (Figure 11) and thus be inconsistent
with the orientation of other facets. Flipped surface normals may occur when surfaces are
improperly defined in the original representation.

• Incorrect normals: Explicitly specified facet normals may differ from the normals computed
from facet vertices.  This may be due to errors in the conversion algorithm.

(iii) Problems in conversion to the triangulated boundary representation:
• Gaps: Surface facets (triangles) connect to form a set of closed shells

that enclose or exclude material. If any facet is missing, then the shell is punctured, leaving a
gap, and there is then no clear distinction between the inside and the outside the object. When
a faceted model with gaps is sliced, the slices contain non-closed contours, and scan path vec-
tors may extend beyond the boundary of the desired object (see Figure 12 and Figure 13).
Gaps may occur because surfaces are missing in the original representation or because the
vertices of a node shared by two or more facets are not the same for all facets due to truncation
errors.  Non-ideal modeling practice by CAD system operators is often responsible.

• Internal walls : These may be generated by faulty geometric algorithms for closing gaps in a
faceted model, or by imperfect user practice in constructing surface models. Internal walls
may cause unsolidified boundaries between regions of material in the object as built (see Fig-
ure 14).

• Degenerate facets: Facets may be degenerate, having zero area and therefore no defined sur-
face normal.  There are two kinds of facet degeneracy (refer to Figure 15):

Topological Degeneracy: Two or more vertices of a facet coincide. Since this does not
affect the geometry or connectivity of other facets, the degenerate facet can be discarded.

Geometric Degeneracy: All the vertices of a facet are distinct, but they are collinear. Such
a facet has no normal, but it contains implicit topological information on the connectivity
of neighboring facets, and may not be discarded.

Flipped
normals

Correct
normals

Figure 11.Flipped normals in some facets
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• Incorrect intersections: Facets may intersect at incorrect locations (apart from at their
edges), giving rise to interpenetrations (see Figure 16).

Much time and effort is currently spent in correcting faulty STL files and generating topo-
logical information from the facets [69][70][71][72][73][74][75][76][77][78][79]. It has been
estimated that about 10% of STL files formed from solid models have flaws, while 90% of those
formed from surface models exhibit problems [80]. Often, corrections made to the STL file,
necessitated by missing or redundant surfaces in the surface or solid model of the part, are not

Surface 1

Gaps Surface 2

Figure 12.Gaps due to missing facets.

Contour of a slice

Fill
pattern

Stray vectors with
no endpoints

Figure 13.Stray vectors due to missing segments of a contour
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Internal walls

Figure 14.Internal walls due to improper joining of objects

Geometric Degeneracy

A degenerate triangle
with three unique
vertices

Topological Degeneracy

A degenerate triangle
with three coincident
vertices – a point

A degenerate triangle
with two coincident
vertices – a line

Figure 15.Degeneracies in STL format
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passed back to the designer for correction in the original shape model. If further design refine-
ments or changes are made by the designer and another STL file is generated and transmitted to
the manufacturer, it is therefore likely that the same facet corrections will need to be made yet
again before process planning can continue [81].

3.3  Alternatives to STL

The STL format was apparently adopted because robust, easily used surface triangulation
schemes were already available within most CAD systems when LM was being developed. The
initial application of LM was rapid prototyping, i.e., the quick creation of physical mock-ups for
design verification. In this context, approximation of the 3D boundary of the object and the use of
the STL format proved adequate. Most LM process planning algorithms, having been developed
after the development of the STL format, use STL models for importing 3D boundary geometry
from various commercial CAD systems. For this purpose, STL therefore plays the role of a neu-
tral format as defined earlier. Thus, having originally been adopted as a proprietary format by the
earliest LM system provider, the STL format eventually became ade facto industry standard.

Over the last decade, significant advances have been made in all aspects of LM technology,
including hardware, software and materials. New materials and process capabilities have
expanded the application domain of LM beyond rapid prototyping to the manufacture of tooling,
and to the production of one-off or short run functional parts. Consequently, the nature of the
information transmitted to the LM process planning system has become more critical. For exam-
ple, as was shown earlier, the automation of process planning algorithms ideally requires more
accurate geometrical information than is provided by STL, together with topological and process
information. Further, selective deposition of material for the creation of heterogeneous structures
requires material information in the object model. Such requirements cannot be met by the trian-
gulated boundary representation of the purely geometric STL format. These facts, together with
the drawbacks of the STL format described in Section 3.2.2, provide the motivation for develop-
ing alternative input formats for LM process planning systems.

Clearly, any new LM data transfer format must continue to contain a representation of the 3D
part boundary, though not necessarily as a triangulated approximation, and it should desirably
include representations of other data such as material property distribution within the object, sur-
face attributes, process parameters, etc.

The following subsections survey the various alternatives to the STL format that have been
proposed in the literature.

Figure 16.Non-boundary intersection of two triangles
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3.3.1  STH− Surface Triangles Hinted format

The STH format was developed by Brock Rooney and Associates. It uses a triangulated
boundary representation, with flexible rules for efficient storage of vertex and connectivity infor-
mation [1]. It is more compact than STL, and contains optional structural information on source
volumes and surfaces. Hence, the underlying representation used by STH is similar to that of
STL, but the chosen format requires less storage, and the provision of connectivity information
allows the use of more efficient slicing algorithms.

3.3.2  CFL − Cubital Facet List format

The CFL format was developed by Cubital [82][83] to overcome the problems with STL, but
has not become very popular. It defines a general planar-faceted polyhedral boundary representa-
tion, in which facets may contain multiple polygonal holes. The coordinates of all the vertices are
stored and indexed. The facet descriptions reference the vertices by their indices and not by
value. This saves space and also implicitly captures the connectivity relations between facets in
the model. The format also has provisions for storing textual comments, and, unlike STL, allows
for the alternative description of a model as a series of contour slices. Apart from this extension
beyond the STL capability, the availability of topological information in the model has advantages
as previously noted.

3.3.3  RPI (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute) format

The RPI format [84] describes both faceted boundary representations and CSG models
defined in terms of Boolean operations on primitive volumes. The format allows the specification
of 3D transformations, multiple instancing of model elements, and process parameter values. It
defines a set of entities in terms of schemas, and the data is logically subdivided into records com-
posed of fields. A record is an instance of a schema-defined entity, and record fields have speci-
fied variable types (integer, float, double, string, boolean andn-bit binary). In the simplest case,
this format defines vertices and faces. An indexed list is created of all vertices occurring in the
boundary of the object, and the face list then directly references the vertices by their indices in the
vertex list. The RPI format also allows more complex representations to be captured, including
CSG models as mentioned earlier. This format therefore has the flexibility to define and store
entities in different ways, and its capabilities subsume those of the STL, CFL and CSG formats
from the shape modeling point of view. It has the added advantage of storing process information.

3.3.4  STEP – Standard for the Exchange of Product Data

STEP, or more formally ISO 10303 [85][101], is an international standard for the exchange of
product life-cycle data, where life-cycle is broadly interpreted to include design, analysis, manu-
facture, maintenance and disposal. The STEP standard has built on experience gained with earlier
computer graphics and product data transfer standards, and its scope is continually expanding to
cover new classes of products and new phases of the product life-cycle. It goes far beyond the
pure shape aspect of a product to include administrative, material, product structure and manufac-
turing information. At present, STEP is most highly developed in the area of mechanical prod-
ucts, but it is intended eventually to cover a very wide range of discrete industrial products, from
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microelectronics to cars and ships. Its scope excludes the products of the process industries,
though the facilities for their production may be regarded as discrete products in their own right,
and there is a growing interest in the process plant area.

In order to make the STEP standard as clear, unambiguous, and extensible as possible, a three
layer architecture has been adopted. Data specifications are divided into conceptual, application
and physical layers. The conceptual layer, known in STEP as Integrated Resources (IRs), con-
tains sets of related data entities that can be specialized to describe different domains of interest.
For example, one IR (Part 42 – Geometrical and topological representation [104]) contains enti-
ties for describing the geometry and topology of an object. The STEP IRs are the basic building
blocks for defining neutral file formats to capture the data for particular life-cycle stages of partic-
ular types of product. This is done in the application layer, where subsets of the IR data entities
are defined and specialized for the desired purpose. This results in a series of Application Proto-
cols (APs) that prescribe the scope and representation of the data that can be exchanged for that
purpose. For instance, Application Protocol AP203 (Configuration controlled design) [109] spec-
ifies the means for exchanging mechanical engineering design data between computer aided
design (CAD) systems. The third (physical) layer of STEP architecture defines how the data ele-
ments are mapped into a physical file format (Part 21) [102] or how it may be accessed in a data
repository (Part 22) [103].

Several research groups have suggested using STEP for the transfer of data to LM process
planning systems [6][86][87][88][89][98]. In [88], the author points out the need for the product
model to be used in selecting process parameters and in planning tool paths, and suggests an
extension of STEP AP204 (Mechanical design using boundary representation) [110] to include
information on process parameters, scanning patterns and material data. STEP models could also
contain the results of build simulations and analyses on how different scan strategies will affect
the final part. This information could be used by the process planning software to select final val-
ues of the build parameters. A STEP-based transfer of design data (in this case the geometry of
the part) to an LM process planning system has been demonstrated in [89]. Using software tools
already available in the marketplace, a Brep solid model of a part is translated into STEP AP203
form for transfer to the process planning software. There the part geometry is converted into the
software's faceted boundary representation internal format, and the LM data is generated and sent
on to the fabrication device.

An AP specific to LM has not yet been developed, but the STEP IRs appear to provide ade-
quate means for this to be done. To be specific, Part 42 defines geometrical and topological facil-
ities that allow the capture of geometric models of several different types. These include manifold
surface with topology, faceted boundary representations, simple and advanced Breps with curved
surfaces (differing in whether or not they allow the use of NURBS surfaces) and CSG models.
Groupings of basic capabilities called Application Interpreted Constructs (AICs) are defined for
each of these model types, and they can be used as ready-made building blocks in the construction
of new APs. The AICs concerned with shape representation are already in use in AP202 [108]
and AP203 [109], two of the four APs that have so far reached international standard status, and
are therefore readily available for use in any new proposed AP.

To give a little more detail of one of these APs, AP203 defines the data requirements for the
exchange of information between CAD systems, e.g., between Unigraphics and AutoCAD, a
common type of requirement in manufacturer/supplier situations. APs are divided into Units of
Functionality (UoFs), which are groups of functionally-related data entities. In AP203, the UoFs
can be further classified as those that pertain to design management, and those that pertain to the
shape of the object. Within design management the UoFs are authorization, bill of material,
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design activity control (relating to part versioning), design information (material and process
specifications, surface finish), effectivity (time and batch number constraints on a part in the prod-
uct), end item identification (configuration of final parts), part identification, and source control
(suppliers). The shape UoF allows the following representations: wireframe with topology, mani-
fold surface with topology, non-topological surfaces and/or wireframes, faceted boundary repre-
sentation, or advanced boundary representation solid (having curved surfaces).

An AP for LM would not necessarily need all of these UoFs, but it would certainly need to
include at least one of the existing AICs defining model types in the shape UoF, to allow the trans-
fer of the part model – it may be noted that the AIC for faceted boundary representations provides
a capability encompassing that of STL, but including topology and excluding the redundant sur-
face normal information. The wireframe AIC could also be used, to capture slice contours. Part
45 of STEP [105] is an IR providing facilities for the capture of material properties, and this
would need to be used since material data is one of the requirements identified for LM process
planning. Similarly, other IRs could be called upon for the transfer of process-related data [106]
and tolerance information [107].

3.3.5  Discussion

Of the proposed alternatives to STL, STH improves on STL by storing more information and
using better storage schemes. CFL, RPI, and STEP can all transmit general polyhedral models in
addition to triangulated models. However, as mentioned above, the use of a polyhedral part model
has inherent drawbacks. The STEP and RPI formats can transmit exact geometry and process
information, both outside the capability of CFL, STH, or STL. STEP has the added advantage
that it can handle material and tolerance data. Further, its basic IRs and some APs have already
gone through international standardization procedures and have been extensively tested in practi-
cal data exchange. By contrast, the RPI format does not have the same scope or standard status,
and has certainly not been tested to the same extent. In Section 3.6, we evaluate these formats in
further detail.

It should be mentioned that other formats have been developed by various commercial CAD
companies for transfer of data to and from their systems. Such formats would need to be extended
for use in the LM context, and none of them appears to offer any advantages over the formats
already discussed. The same holds for the US national CAD data exchange standard IGES (Initial
Graphics Exchange Specification)[100], which is currently widely used but destined to be
replaced by STEP in the foreseeable future.

3.4  Slice Formats for LM

After the 3D object model is transferred to the process planning software, it is sliced to gener-
ate the layer information, as described in Section 2.1.6. In the following, we analyze the role of
slice formats in LM process planning and present some of the proposed formats that could serve
as a standard.

A slice format must enable the storage of all the geometrical data of the layer, including the
layer thickness. Also, it must have provision to store material and process-related information, if
necessary. A typical slice geometry is shown Figure 17.

Currently, there is no standard format for slice data. Often the LM user never encounters this
data in a physical file because it is generated and stored internally in the process planning soft-
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ware. However, to exchange slice information between process planning systems, a standard slice
format is required.  Some of the proposed slice formats are described below.

3.4.1  CLI − Common Layer Interface

CLI, whose development started in a European BRITE/EURAM project [90], is aimed at pro-
viding a simple, efficient and unambiguous slice format for data input to all LM systems. Each
layer is represented by its thickness and a set of contours. Contours define the boundaries of the
solid material within a layer and are represented by polylines. Each contour should be closed and
have no intersections with itself or with other contours. A hatch is also defined, as a set of inde-
pendent straight lines each defined by a start and an end point. Hatches are used with open
polylines to define support and filling structures. Polylines representing internal contours are
ordered clockwise and those of external contours counterclockwise when viewed along the nega-
tive Z-axis. No non-geometric information is defined in CLI. Although development was com-
menced by a group of automotive companies, the current version of CLI has been enhanced
through collaboration with a second BRITE/EURAM project for use with medical scan data.

3.4.2  LEAF − Layer Exchange ASCII Format

Development of LEAF was started by Helsinki University of Technology in another BRITE/
EURAM project [91], and it has also been worked on by the Fraunhofer Institute IPA in Stuttgart
[92]. The format consists of two sections− a header section and a geometry section. The header
section contains preprocessing information, including keyword definitions and vendor or
machine-specific information. It also specifies mathematical information necessary for the proper
interpretation of the geometry section (such as the radix of the number system used, units and
ranges of values) and technological information defining the structure of hatches and supports.
The header data can be directly referenced from the geometry section rather than being explicitly
restated each time it is needed. The geometry section contains the layer-based geometrical data of
the part model. The upper-level layer entity used contains both geometry and process data, and it
can have sub-entities such as regions, contours, hatches, supports etc. Each contour is a non-self-

External Contour
Internal Contour

Material

Figure 17.A typical slice
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intersecting polygon described in terms of 2D primitives, the polyline and the circular arc.

3.4.3  HP-GL− Hewlett Packard Graphics Language

HP-GL is a 2D plotting language developed by Hewlett Packard for use with plotters and
printers [93]. It comprises a core set of instructions, called the HP-GL kernel, together with sev-
eral device-specific extensions. The kernel contains most of the plotting instructions, which fall
into five functional groups: configuration and status, vector, polygon, line and fill attributes, and
character. Each HP-GL instruction has four components: a mnemonic, parameter(s), separator(s),
and a terminator. Since HP-GL is capable of representing arbitrary 2-D shapes with any fill pat-
tern, it can be used to represent slices and can also be used to drive an LM machine.

3.4.4  SLC formats

Various LM system vendors have developed proprietary slice formats. Although they differ,
they are all generally referred to as SLC formats. Without exception they use polyline approxima-
tions to represent slice contours. One example is the SLC format used by the Stratasys FDM 3-D
Modeler [94].

3.4.5  STEP

Although no one has yet demonstrated the use of STEP to transfer slice data between LM pro-
cess planning systems, the resources are available within this standard for doing so. The STEP
Integrated Resources, specifically Part 42 (Geometric and topological representation) [104] con-
tain all that is needed for defining contours and fill patterns. For contours, polyline approxima-
tions are available, and exact geometry including NURBS curves could also be used if desired. It
would be relatively easy to develop an LM-specific Application Protocol using these shape mod-
eling resources and the capabilities for capturing materials information defined in Part 45 [105].
Both the geometry and the materials resources are already parts of the international STEP stan-
dard ISO 10303. Process information could also be included by using Part 49 (Process structure,
properties, and representation) [107].

3.4.6  Discussion

As mentioned earlier, there exists no industry standard for 2D slice data to supplement the
almost universal use of STL for 3D models. As evidenced by some of the proposals described
above, there is a need for such a format to provide a common basis for communicating layer infor-
mation. This will not replace the 3D format if current practice continues to be used, since the 3D
information provides input to the slice generator while the slice format captures its output. Of the
above mentioned slice formats, LEAF and STEP are the most complete since they provide the
means for transmitting additional information beyond geometry. HP-GL could also be completed
by the addition of a LM-specific extension to include process information. We evaluate these for-
mats in further detail in Section 3.6.
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3.5  Motivation for alternate 3D representations

Despite the remark made in the last paragraph, the establishment of a standard slice format
hasbeen considered by some as an actual replacement for STL [67][95]. Such a departure from
current methods would imply that slicing is performed prior to input of data to the LM system
rather than in that system itself, as is usually the case at present. The suggested reasons for jetti-
soning the 3D format include the following:
• The CAD model could be analyzed directly to determine a good build direction and the

required support structures. Then it could be sliced. Alternatively, the CAD model could be
sliced first, and the support structures created by analyzing the slices. These operations could
be performed using native capabilities of the CAD system concerned.

• CAD models based on precise geometry representation (such as NURBS-based Brep) could
be used to represent slice data without the loss of precision inherent in STL. Hence, direct
slicing of such models can give parts with improved surface finish. It may also lessen the time
needed for process planning, since in order to achieve similar accuracy using STL a fine level
of discretization must be used in generating the STL file. This results in a very large file and
increases the chances of numerical problems in the triangulation and slicing algorithms.

• CAD systems could take advantage of their proprietary capabilities to optimize the slice algo-
rithm and validate the results. This would avoid the generation of an STL file and the possible
need to correct errors in it before transfer to the LM system.

• The entire data storage requirement of the STL file would be eliminated.
• In most cases, correction of faulty geometry is easier and quicker in sliced data.
• A slice data format may be more viable for use with parts defined in terms of scanned or

image input data, since it avoids the necessity to create a full 3D solid model, which is a diffi-
cult task.

The above mentioned advantages are not intrinsic to the slice format itself, but arise
mainly from the drawbacks of triangulated boundary representations (e.g., STL) and the current
need to convert into that form from other representations. What the preceding points suggest is
that the initial input to process planning should not be a triangulated boundary representation, but
some format more closely related to the original part data, i.e., an exact CAD model or a set of
digitized data points. This would obviate the need for a 3D model transfer in cases where slicing
is performed directly in a CAD or other external system, but that 3D capability needs to be
retained for other cases in the interests of flexibility.

Two disadvantages in completely abandoning a 3D transfer format in favor of a slice format
are the following:
• Once the model is sliced, ability to manipulate the model and change build orientation in the

LM system is lost. One implication here is that it is preferable to slice the model immediately
before fabrication.

• Although most current LM technologies fabricate parts in layers, there are freeform fabrica-
tion techniques in which material is deposited in 3D. Such methods clearly demand some
approach other than slicing, but that approach could also be based on original model data
rather than an intermediate STL or other triangulated model.

On the basis of the considerations given in this section, we recommend the adoption of an
advanced boundary representation of a part as input to process planning for LM. This may be ori-
ented and sliced in the originating CAD system, but a neutral format must be provided for the 3D
representation to provide for cases where this is not done. A standard format for slice data is also
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needed, to allow the transfer of slice representations, either between an originating CAD system
and a LM process planning system, or between different LM systems.

3.6  Comparison of 3D and slice formats

In this section we specify what are the most important requirements, in our view, for neutral
exchange of data in the context of LM. We then compare the various 3D and slice formats
described in earlier sections of this paper against these requirements. Table 2 and Table 3 show
the representations and their corresponding formats, as surveyed in this report, for 3D data and
slice data respectively. Table 4 shows a comparison of 3D shape formats, while slice formats are
compared in Table 5.

Our choice of metrics in the two tabular evaluations reflects the requirements we consider
important for a neutral format. Most of these metrics relate to properties of representation
schemes [8] and neutral exchange formats [96], and we believe that they provide a useful set of
guidelines for our present purpose.

We list below all the metrics used in Table 4 and Table 5, with brief explanations, grouped
under the headings “Neutral Exchange Format Issues” and “Secondary 3D Representation
Issues”.

Neutral Exchange Format Issues:
• Completeness:The neutral format must capture all the information necessary for LM fabrica-

tion of the part that is present in, or can be derived from, its primary CAD model.
• Neutrality: The exchange format must be independent of the sending and receiving systems,

and of the representational nature of the initial part model.

Table 2.Representations and corresponding formats for 3D design data

Representation Format(s)

Triangulated boundary STL, STH, CFL, RPI, STEP

Faceted boundary CFL, RPI, STEP

General surface various vendor specific formats, STEP

Brep solid various vendor specific formats, STEP

CSG solid various vendor specific formats, RPI, STEP

Points none proposed for LM (usually converted to
alternate representation)

Images none proposed for LM (usually converted to
alternate representation)

Mathematical none proposed for LM (usually converted to
alternate representation)

Table 3.Representations and corresponding formats for slice data

Representation Format(s)

Polyline contours CLI, LEAF, HP-GL, SLC, STEP

Straight line and circular arc contours LEAF, STEP

Parametric curve contours STEP
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• Efficiency: The format must be concise and  hence economical in its storage requirements.
• Extensibility: The format should have the flexibility to allow definition of new entities, so that

its domain can be expanded to meet future needs.
• Ability to inspect: The neutral format must be suitable for inspection and verification.
• Robustness: The neutral format should not be prone to errors.
• Compatibility: The underlying representation used should allow simple mappings from CAD

or other input models to ensure that translation is not too computationally intensive.
• Breadth of domain: This is related toCompletenessabove. TheDomainfield in the tables

below indicates the specific types of data that can be stored by the format concerned (e.g.,
geometry, topology, material, process, tolerances, etc.).

Secondary 3D Model Representation Issues:
• (Representation) Type: This field in the table specifies the representation scheme(s) each for-

mat can store.
• Accuracy: The representation should not approximate the object unless such an approximation

is found sufficient by the user for the task in hand.
• Efficiency: The representation should allow the use of a model format permitting efficient data

retrieval and manipulation.
• Redundancy: The representation should not store excessive redundant information. Some

redundancy may be found desirable to allow efficient processing of the file, but this clearly
impacts storage requirements.  Such trade-offs are characteristic of modeling representations.

• Repairability: The correction of errors in the model representation that arise during the data
transfer due to roundoff and related causes must be easily and quickly repairable.

The evaluations made in Table 4 and Table 5 are based on the information presented ear-
lier. We have chosen not to include IGES [100] or DXF. The first is a widely used US standard
CAD data exchange format originally designed to handle drawings, 3D wire frame and surface
models, though provisions for exchanging CSG and Brep data have more recently been added.
However, STEP improves upon IGES in many respects [97], and when the final release of IGES
(Version 6) is made a migration plan will be implemented enabling IGES users to move gracefully
to the use of STEP. DXF, also widely used, is an unpublished model transfer format from
Autodesk Inc. Like IGES, it is also inferior to STEP in several respects, and since it is also pro-
prietary it will be excluded from consideration here. It is reasonable to restrict our coverage of
CAD transfer formats to STEP in this survey because
• STEP is an international standard, easily extensible to cover the LM domain through the use

of existing Integrated Resources, and
• STEP will almost certainly ultimately supersede the older standards for CAD data exchange.

However, we have included the G-WoRP format mentioned earlier because it is quite dif-
ferent from the others and offers an interesting comparison.

All evaluations given in the tables are, of course, non-quantitative. The assignment of qualita-
tive “grades” to the various formats is obviously a matter of opinion, but we have done our best to
provide some support for our opinions expressed earlier in this survey.
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Table 4.Comparison of 3D Exchange Formats

ISSUES PROPERTIES STL STH CFL RPI G-WoRP STEP

Neutral

Exchange

Format

Issues

Completeness No No No Yes Yes Yes

Neutrality Yes Yes No Yes No Yes

Efficiency B B F G B F

Extensibility B B B G B G

Inspectibility F F G G B G

Robustness F F F F F F

Compatibility G G F G B G

Domain GM GM GM, TP GM, TP GM ALL

3-D

Representation

Issues

Type TB TB FB FB,CG VX TB, FB,
BR,CG

Accuracy F F F F F F-G

Efficiency B B F F-G B F-G

Redundancy B F G G G G

Repairability F F F F F F

GM: Geometry Data
TP: Topology Data
PR: Process Data
ALL: All data - GM,
TP, and PR

G: Good
F: Fair
B: Bad

TB: Triangulated Boundary
FB: Faceted Boundary
BR: Boundary Representation
CG: Constructive Solid Geometry
VX: Voxels
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Table 5.Comparison of Slice Formats

ISSUES PROPERTIES CLI LEAF SLC HP-GL G-WoRP STEP

Neutral

Exchange

Format

Issues

Completeness Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Neutrality Yes Yes No Yes No Yes

Efficiency F G F F F F

Extensibility F G F F F G

Inspectibility G G G G G G

Robustness G G G G G F

Compatibility G G G G G G

Domain GM, TP ALL GM, TP GM,TP ALL ALL

2-D

Representation

Issues

Type PL PL,CA PL PL PL,PC PL, CA,PC

Accuracy F G F F F G

Efficiency G G F G G G

Redundancy G G G G B G

Repairability G G G G G G

GM: Geometry Data
TP: Topology Data
PR: Process Data
ALL: All data - GM, TP, and PR

G: Good
F: Fair
B: Bad

PL: Polylines
CA: Circular Arcs
PC: Parametric Curves
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4.0  Conclusions

Process planning for LM involves several tasks, each having specific data requirements, as
summarized in Table 6. Various file formats are in use or have been proposed for transferring the
necessary data between different stages of LM process planning. Although many of them are
restricted to the exchange of geometry data, the table shows that other types of information also
need to be transferred. A new neutral file format needs to be selected or developed for this pur-
pose because the currentde factostandard, the STL file, does not allow for the storage of non-
boundary data. In the authors’ opinion, extension of the STL specification will not be a satisfac-
tory long-term solution in view of the deficiencies of that format noted earlier.

The STL format was initially developed to serve as an exchange format for the stereolithogra-
phy process (the first commercial LM technology) and was not designed to serve as an industry
standard. Nevertheless it has served industry well in the early years of LM technology, since from
the outset its triangulated representation has been reasonably compatible with the representations
used by most CAD systems, including some whose CAD models were themselves faceted in the
late 1980s. If the LM domain were to remain that of “design verification” and success were
achieved in the generation of error-free STL files, or at least their automated repair, the triangu-
lated boundary representation could continue to serve quite adequately. There would in this case
be no virtue in replacing it with some other format.

However, the question of whether the triangulated boundary representation needs to be
replaced must also be viewed in the context of the future potential of LM. Some particular
aspects that need consideration here are
• The prospect that LM techniques will become suitable for production use (apart from their

current applications for molds and dies) in the medium-term future. This will place a pre-
mium on the transfer of exact product geometry from the CAD system, together with informa-
tion on tolerances, surface finish and materials.

• The prospect that some phases of LM planning will migrate into the CAD system, raising the
need for a standardized slice format.

• The prospect of using LM for the generation of parts with embedded electronic or other com-
ponents, multi-material parts or parts in which the material properties vary continuously or
exhibit non-isotropy .  These will require completely new capabilities in LM data transfer.

The last point merits some explanation. The technology is already available forselective
depositionof materials on a given layer. Multi-material structures can therefore be manufactured.
Furthermore, current hardware and material research in LM is aimed at developing the capability
to deposit materials with variable composition and/or embedded fiber reinforcement [111]. In this
context, it may be noted that recent advances in structural and material design can yield optimal
product shapes having inhomogenous material distributions. Thus one missing capability in this
product design and layered manufacturing environment is a means for representing a 3D CAD
model with material inhomogeneity and/or non-isotropy in its solid interior. When this becomes
possible, we will need a 3D LM data transfer format with corresponding capability, and a match-
ing slice format that can capture appropriate scan strategies. The use of voxels with attributes is a
possibility, but would have the disadvantages pointed out in Section 2.3. The materials issue is
potentially of fundamental importance, and research is needed for the development of enhanced
3D representation schemes incorporating materials data, leading in turn to standardized 3D model
and slice formats that contain full material type and property information for LM.
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Our comparison of the various 3D and slice formats proposed for LM, and the summary of
process planning tasks and their required data inputs shown in Table 6, lead us to recommend the
development of a STEP AP specifically for the purpose of LM process planning. STEP resources
already exist for handling most of the different types of data identified in this survey as required
for LM process planning, including process parameters, tolerance and surface finish requirements.
The 3D shape data can be transferred using the STEP faceted boundary representation (a direct

Table 6.Process planning data requirements, their representations, and formats

Input Data Representations Formats Task

Boundary Triangulated boundary STL

STH

CFL

RPI

STEP

Orientation

Support structure design

Slicing

Brep STEP

CSG RPI

STEP

Slice Polyline CLI

LEAF

HP-GL

SLC

STEP

Path planning

Polyline with circular arcs LEAF

STEP

Parametric curves STEP

Material Structured attribute STEP Orientation

Slicing

Path planning

Surface finish Attribute STEP Orientation

Slicing

Path planning

Tolerances Structured attribute STEP Orientation

Slicing

Path planning

Process data Structured attribute RPI

STEP

Orientation

Support structure design

Slicing

Path planning
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replacement for STL), or better, as an advanced Brep solid containing topology information and
having general curved surfaces. STEP also allows for the representation of CSG solids, though
few process planning applications accept this kind of input. In addition to 3D models, STEP
resources can be used to represent slice contours in terms of polylines, circular arcs, conic seg-
ments or free-form parametric curves. The one major required capability lacking in STEP is that
for modeling inhomogeneous materials, but a resource that can be used for this purpose is cur-
rently under development. The wide choice of possibilities available could be categorized by the
definition of Conformance Classes, such as have been devised for existing STEP APs. For exam-
ple, a Conformance Class 1 could be specified that provides almost exactly the capabilities cur-
rently available in STL, while other classes could contain a wider range of information and/or use
more sophisticated part representations. As with all STEP APs, compliance of translators with
their specified conformance classes would be subject to stringent testing by independent bodies.

To summarize, we have chosen the STEP standard for several reasons. Firstly, it allows the
most flexibility in choosing an appropriate representation for the data that needs to be transferred
to the process planning system. Both 3D and slice data would be defined within the context of the
same standard, which simplifies the standardization procedure. Secondly, STEP already has the
necessary resources for representing the material, tolerance and process data needed for LM pro-
cess planning. Thirdly, as can be seen from Tables 3 and 4, the STEP standard satisfies reason-
ably well the key features sought in a neutral file format, as discussed in Section 3.6. Finally,
many of the existing STEP IRs and APs are already components of an international standard that
is increasingly used by industry. Several of the capabilities needed for the new AP already exist,
have been tested and refined in practical use, and can be adopted wholesale in the form of Appli-
cation Interpreted Constructs (AICs). We believe that these considerations provide strong support
for our recommendation.
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6.0  Addendum - Recent developments

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has been taking an interest in lay-
ered manufacturing as an emerging technology for several years. A state-of-the-art report was
published in 1993 [98], but until recently NIST has not pursued any LM-related standards activity.
However, this report makes it clear that the time is now ripe to embark on such an activity, since
the currentde facto LM standard is increasingly seen as inadequate for the future.

NIST has recently held two workshops, with participants from industry, academia and govern-
ment, to discuss the way forward in standards for LM. The proceedings of these workshops are
currently being prepared for publication, but in the meantime a white paper was written after the
second of them, to serve as a consultative document [99]. As far as informational standards are
concerned, this recommends two approaches, one for the short term and one for the longer term.
The first recommendation is that STL be extended so that it can transfer a wider range of informa-
tion. The second is that, as suggested in this report, the resources of ISO 10303 (STEP) should be
used as the basis for an extensible long-term LM standard.

The intended outcome of the NIST work (and also related work in some other organizations)
is sometimes informally referred to as SIF (Solid Interchange Format). However, it is unlikely
that this name would persist within the context of STEP, which already provides general-purpose
representations of solid shapes.

As a separate development, the first meeting of a STEP Rapid Prototyping Interest Group was
held in Bad Aibling, Germany, in June 1998. The initial impetus for the meeting came from Can-
ada and Japan, but representatives from several other countries were also present. These included
two participants from NIST. It was agreed to hold further such informal meetings on a regular
basis, with the aim of initiating a new formal STEP activity in the LM area once the scope of the
new work has been agreed. NIST will press for the inclusion of the material, tolerance and pro-
cess information mentioned earlier in this report.
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7.0  Glossary of Acronyms

Where appropriate, page references are given to the first mention of the acronym. In some
cases a further reference to a full description is provided.

2D – two-dimensional
3D – three-dimensional
3DP – Three Dimensional Printing (p. 4)
AIC – STEP Application Interpreted Construct (p. 46)
ANSI – American National Standards Organization
AP – STEP Application Protocol (p.45)
Brep – Boundary representation (p. 9)
BRITE – Basic Research in Industrial Technology for Europe (p. 49)
CAD – Computer Aided Design (p. 9)
CD – Committee Draft (of ISO standard) (p. 73)
CFL – Cubital Face List (p 44)
CLI – Common Layer Interface (p. 49)
CMM – Coordinate Measuring Machine (p. 10)
CSG – Constructive Solid Geometry (p. 9)
CT – Computerized Tomography (p. 11)
DARPA – Defense Advanced Projects Research Agency
DFLM – Design for Layered Manufacturing (p. 26)
DIS – Draft International Standard
DMD – Direct Metal Deposition (p.4)
DXF – Drawing eXchange Format (p. 55)
EURAM – EURopean Applied Materials program (p. 49)
FDIS – Final Draft International Standard (pp. 72, 73)
FDM – Fused Deposition Modeling (p. 4)
G-WoRP – Geometric Workbench for Rapid Prototyping (p. 27)
HP-GL – Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language (p. 50)
IGES – Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (p. 55)
IR – STEP Integrated Resource (p. 45)
ISO – International Organization for Standardization
LEAF – Layer Exchange ASCII Format (p. 49)
LM – Layered Manufacturing (p. 2)
LOM – Laminated Object Manufacturing (p. 4)
MRI – Magnetic Resonance Imaging (p. 11)
NIST – National Institute of Standards and Technology
NURBS – Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (p. 9)
RaDEO – Rapid Design Exploration and Optimization (p. 61)
RP – Rapid Prototyping (p. 4)
RPI – Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (p. 44)
SDM – Shape Deposition Modeling (p. 5)
SIF – Solid Interchange Format (p. 62)
SFF – Solid Freeform Fabrication (p. 4)
SGC – Solid Ground Curing (p. 4)
SIMA – Systems Integration for Manufacturing Applications (p. 61)
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SLC – one of several different proprietary layer data formats (p. 50)
SLS – Selective Laser Sintering (p. 4)
STEP – STandard for the Exchange of Product model data (pp. 7, 44, 50)
STH – Surface Triangles Hinted (p. 43)
STL – a file format, originally intended for stereolithography (pp. 7, 34)
UoF – STEP Unit of Functionality (p. 46)
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